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How Big?



In Terms of our Plant Assets



Comparing consumer broadband build 

out to our Utility Plant Assets



Net Utility Plant Assets



Power Utility vs Consumer Broadband



This is no little side business

Broadband net plant assets will represent a 

70% increase in our net plant assets.

This comes with increased operating and This comes with increased operating and 

maintenance costs to run the new broadband 

plant assets.



In Terms of our Increased Debt



How large is that?



Wait there’s more DEBT for 

Broadband!



Won’t this affect my energy rates?

Only if the revenues from Broadband do not 

match or exceed the costs each year.

The Op Ex is $7 MM per year.  So revenue The Op Ex is $7 MM per year.  So revenue 

must be at least $7 MM for us to not lose 

money on consumer broadband.  Otherwise, 

the owners are responsible to make up the 

revenue shortfall in their energy bills.



But we have a risk management plan 

right?

I have been repeatedly told that I can not have 

any insights into the fixed and variable 

portions of the $7 MM Op Ex.

I was told last month that the board will have a 

3rd party review the financial plan, but owners 

will not get to see this plan.



Financial Risk Management



Where’s the risk management plan?



The Board’s Responsibility

Fulfill a fiduciary responsibility to owners and  

adequately inform them about the structure 

of the costs, what the financial risks are, and 

how those risks will be managed.how those risks will be managed.

Ideally, they should provide owners with the 

opportunity to examine the business plan or 

some subset.



OPALCO’s response

We can’t reveal vendor specific information that 

is contained in the business plan and it would 

take too much effort to redact.

If this is so, then the business plan is not 

properly focused and non-technically savvy 

members of the board may not be able to 

make a sound decision.



What is the board doing instead?

The board is asking owner’s to pre-subscribe to 

the vaporware consumer broadband product.

It is not telling us about the financial risks. It is not telling us about the financial risks. 

They want us to think like consumers, not like 

owners.


